
Use name: Abauri

Height: 12 cm
Color: Putrid green
Eyes: Fluorescent yellow
Goals: Destroying the world, getting your back 
straightened, and make as much trouble as 
possible for Hans Xavier Pentadrion III.
Favorite sin: Sloth
True name:  Abusiamineser

Abilities:
• Untie any knot with a touch of your 

staff (teaspoon, that is)
• Turn wine to water
• Blood made of acid
• Make people itch horribly

Personality: You're so tired, tired of it all. The 
world's injustice weighs you down, and you'd 
wish that everyone in the world felt as 
miserable as you. There's hardly any point in 

doing anything, so you might as well do nothing... There's nothing worth taking the time to do 
properly. Except maybe making life miserable for that disgusting wizard's apprentice that's 
forcing you to work all the time.

History: Once, thousands of years ago, you were a straight-backed imp who loved getting 
around making trouble for common mortals... ah, those were the days. But repeatedly having 
to work for wizards has gotten you down, and the little zest for life you had has disappeared. 
After a long time in slavery you decided that enough is enough, never again. But the burden 
of the imp is slaving for others, that's just the way of the world, so you're going for the only 
solution there is – the end of the world. You just wish ending the world wasn't so much 
work... and speaking of wishes, you'd love to get your back straightened again. 12 centimeters 
is low enough as it is, and you don't want to spend eternity as a hunchback as well.

The obedience scale
Chaos Oops Disobedient Normal Obedient Controlled Straitjacket

Chaos: All control is gone! The imp can do whatever it wants, even on its own initiative. But as soon as it 
performs any mischief, it goes up one notch on the Obedience Scale.
Oops: The imp can interpret commands in the worst possible way.
Disobedient: The wizard starts losing control. The imp can misinterpret its commands some.
Normal: This is the starting position. Imps will tend to follow orders.
Obedient: Pretty good control. The imp can misinterpret commands, but not badly.
Controlled: Any misinterpretations will be over very little things.
Straitjacket: Full control. The imp must obey the command to its full extent, with the best intentions, even if 
called by its use name. However, it will go down one notch on the scale afterwards.



 Use name: Snoble

Height: 20 centimeters
Color: Reddish brown
Eyes: Black
Goals: Eat until you're stuffed. Find the Amulet of Perdian.
Favorite sin: Gluttony
True name: Snaoblariant

Abilities:
• You can scale any surface
• You can slow your fall by flapping your wings, but 

you can't actually fly – although you won't admit 
that

• You can eat anything that isn't meat, but not too 
much at a time

• You have a little bottle that can contain any liquid 
you want whenever you open it (for example wine, 
water, gasoline etc)

Personality: A little shy, but full of mischief. You're not one to brag about all the bad things 
you've done, and you aren't a smooth talker. If you get over-eager or nervous you sometimes 
stutter. If you're stressed or sad, you like to have a snack... perhaps a bag of nails or a little 
stick; there's always something around worth eating.

History: Once you were an important and mighty demon. At least, you were the guardian of a 
powerful magical artifact called the Amulet of Perdian. But at a poker game with the boys you 
were persuaded to stake the amulet – and you lost it to an imp named Grax. Grax turned out to 
be a wizard in disguise, so the owner of the amulet, the demon lord Frashkt, wasn't too happy, 
to put it mildly. As punishment you were demoted to imp status, the lowest of all the demon 
types, and cursed with eternal hunger.

Your only hope is to reclaim the amulet and pray that Frashkt will have mercy on you... or to 
create so much chaos that someone sees your potential and promotes you to proper demon 
status again.

The obedience scale
Chaos Oops Disobedient Normal Obedient Controlled Straitjacket

Chaos: All control is gone! The imp can do whatever it wants, even on its own initiative. But as soon as it 
performs any mischief, it goes up one notch on the Obedience Scale.
Oops: The imp can interpret commands in the worst possible way.
Disobedient: The wizard starts losing control. The imp can misinterpret its commands some.
Normal: This is the starting position. Imps will tend to follow orders.
Obedient: Pretty good control. The imp can misinterpret commands, but not badly.
Controlled: Any misinterpretations will be over very little things.
Straitjacket: Full control. The imp must obey the command to its full extent, with the best intentions, even if 
called by its use name. However, it will go down one notch on the scale afterwards.



Use name: Snitz

Height: 18 centimeters
Color: Blue gray
Shoes: Brown
Goal: To cause as much mischief as 
possible in the shortest possible time.
Favorite sin: All of them, preferably at 
the same time if possible.
True name: Snitzwavisjk

Abilities:

• If you touch someone, you can 
make them hear and smell things 
that aren't there.

• You can teleport up to 2 meters to 
a spot you can see.

• You can mimic voices once 
you've heard them.

Personality: You're playful and bouncy, and there's nothing you love more than a practical 
joke – preferably one that goes a bit too far. You love things that go wrong, and people 
getting their lives ruined.

History: You're still a fairly young imp, only three years old. There's still a lot to learn about 
misinterpreting your master's commands, and you're an eager student of the art. In fact, Hans 
Xavier Pentadrion III is your first master. You've discovered that being an imp is a marvellous 
thing – the only disadvantage is that you can't cause as much mayhem as you should, since the 
wizards tend to keep you on a tight leash. However, this one doesn't seem as experienced as 
they're usually supposed to be.

The obedience scale
Chaos Oops Disobedient Normal Obedient Controlled Straitjacket

Chaos: All control is gone! The imp can do whatever it wants, even on its own initiative. But as soon as it 
performs any mischief, it goes up one notch on the Obedience Scale.
Oops: The imp can interpret commands in the worst possible way.
Disobedient: The wizard starts losing control. The imp can misinterpret its commands some.
Normal: This is the starting position. Imps will tend to follow orders.
Obedient: Pretty good control. The imp can misinterpret commands, but not badly.
Controlled: Any misinterpretations will be over very little things.
Straitjacket: Full control. The imp must obey the command to its full extent, with the best intentions, even if 
called by its use name. However, it will go down one notch on the scale afterwards.



Use name: Tyrannus

Height: 25 centimeters
Color: Bright greenish yellow
Eyes: Red
Goal: To stop Hans Xavier Pentadrion III from getting 
in the way of your lord and master.
Favorite sin: Pride
True name: Gavnizlak

Abilities:
• You can see things in perfect detail from a very 

long distance
• You can start small fires at will
• You can choose to make yourself visible for 

normal mortals

Personality: You're quite aware of your worth, and that your abilities are better than those of 
the average imp. You have no problem at all telling others how they should do things – after 
all, you're the expert here, right? Other than that you've always been willing to do whatever 
you can to increase your own importance and powers.

History: A while back you were among the most wretched of the imps, with completely 
useless abilities – but you'd rather not talk about that. All your problems were solved when a 
wizard called Quanthalas the Mighty summoned you. You made a deal that he'd give you 
better abilities and more power, if you served him of your own free will.

The first task you've been assigned is to spy on his apprentice Hans and make sure he doesn't 
cross his master and stop him from taking over the world. Sadly, you're bound to Hans just 
like the other imps – the same imps you despise for working for such a useless fool as Hans 
Xavier Pentadrion III.

Note: If Hans and Quanthalas ever end up in battle, you'll choose sides depending on your 
Obedience Scale. Normal means you're neutral; obedient or above means you're loyal to 
Hans; and disobedient or below means you're loyal to Quanthalas.

The obedience scale
Chaos Oops Disobedient Normal Obedient Controlled Straitjacket

Chaos: All control is gone! The imp can do whatever it wants, even on its own initiative. But as soon as it 
performs any mischief, it goes up one notch on the Obedience Scale.
Oops: The imp can interpret commands in the worst possible way.
Disobedient: The wizard starts losing control. The imp can misinterpret its commands some.
Normal: This is the starting position. Imps will tend to follow orders.
Obedient: Pretty good control. The imp can misinterpret commands, but not badly.
Controlled: Any misinterpretations will be over very little things.
Straitjacket: Full control. The imp must obey the command to its full extent, with the best intentions, even if 
called by its use name. However, it will go down one notch on the scale afterwards.



Name: Hans Xavier Pentadrion III

Height: 156 centimeters
Hair: Brown
Clothes: Blue and purple
Age: 14 years
Occupation: Wizard's apprentice
Master: Quanthalas the Mighty
Abilities: You have four imps under your command. 
Their abilities – at least, those you know of – are listed 
below.

● Aburi (true name Abusiamineser): Can open 
things

● Snoble (true name Snaoblariant): Can fly
● Snitz (true name Snitzwavisjk): Can teleport 

and create illusions
● Tyrannus (true name Gavnizlak): Can start 

fires

Personality: You are Hans Xavier Pentadrion III, a greatly talented wizard from a long line 
of great wizards. Unfortunately you're the only one left, which makes it even more important 
to uphold the family honor. A true wizard always fights on the side of good, hates injustice 
and saves damsels in distress... or wait, perhaps that's knights? Sadly, your will is good but 
your competence doubtful. However, that doesn't stop you from trying to do what's right.

History: Your parents died some years ago defending the city against the evil Cult of 
Gavrian, and since then, you've been raised by Quanthalas the Mighty, a deeply respected 
wizard. 

But lately you've started to doubt whether you've actually been getting the best 
education you could wish for. It seems like you still can't control your imps all that well, 
when most students your age have already started on more advanced demons – and you're not 
quite what your imps can actually do, either; you just have a vague idea. Just a few weeks 
ago, though, you got a new imp from your master. Its name is Tyrannus, and it seems to be a 
much better one than the three you've summoned yourself.

Then it happened...
You'd been trying out a lesser formula that kept going wrong, and thought you'd seek 

Quanthalas' advice, so you went to his office. He was speaking to someone, and even if you 
didn't mean to, you ended up eavesdropping on the conversation. And what horrors you 
heard! 

Apparently Quanthalas the Mighty is actually a member of the evil Cult of Gavrian – 
in fact, he's the one who killed your parents. Even worse, he and his co-conspirator are 
plotting to usurp the power of the city's magicians, and eventually to rule the world. 

That's all you heard before they discovered you. You were attacked by a demon that 
picked you up and carried you away. Now you're in a dusty basement somewhere, bound and 
gagged, and all you know is that you have to stop them before it's too late. You can't expect 
any help from the other wizards – they'd never believe you. 

If you only had more control over your imps! But no matter – you'll have to make do 
with what you've got, and if things might not turn out perfect along the way, it's still better 
than a razed city and a ruined world.
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